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Editorial 

There is no sadder duty than to start an issue with news like this: 

Ronald P. Knir;hton 
It is with great regret that we learn of the death of Ronald Knighton, on 25 October 
1992. The funeral service was held at Bakewell Parish Church on 29 October 1992. He 
had felt unwell several days before whilst visiting Belper (Derbyshire), and was taken to 
hospital. His death, however, was quite unexpected. He was born in 1908. 
Ron Knighton was an enthusiastic collector whose philatelic interests covered a wide 
range. First and foremost his interest was in Finland, including postal cancellations, but 
he also formed an important collection of Poland and, at one time, a remarkable 
collection of covers from East Galicia (1919). He became a member of the BSRP in the 
late 1940's, his display in January 1949 of Russian covers being the first of many to be 
given to the Society over the years. He was President of our Society on three occasions : 
1952/53, 1968/69 and 1986/87. He also served the Society as Research Superintendent 
for six years between 1960 and 1966. Apart from displaying material, Ron wrote many 
valuable articles for the BJRP on subjects as diverse as Polish postal stationery, Latvia, 
Soviet cancellations, and the British expedition to Arkhangelsk ('Polar Bears'). 
Even though he was aged in his eighties, he continued to attend many Society meetings, 
and, at the time of his death, was actively preparing a display (on the Balkan countries) 
to be given shortly to the Matlock Philatelic Society. He was also a keen member of the 
Scandinavian Collectors' Club. 
Some North Midlans members will recall a pleasant all-day meeting held at his home in 
Bakewell in March 1972, an occasion which was later featured in the BJRP. 
Ron's agreeable presence, and his ever willing helpfulness will be sadly missed. The 
Society has also lost its most senior member. To Mrs. PAivi6 Knighton, and to his son 
Laurence, we offer our deepest sympathy. 

On a personal note, this Editor recalls meeting Ronald Knighton at one of the first Manchester meetings. 
We had been exchanging letters on the subject of postal rates in Siberia, and we spent a most enjoyable 

hour inspecting his treasures from this area and speculating on the postal rates under White government. His 

friendliness, courtesy and expertise made a lasting impression on me. He will be missed. 
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Notes on the Petrograd-Kem-Murmansk railway 

Leonard Tann 

It was our respected member Ian Baillie, displaying at the Manchester Regional Meeting a few years ago, who 

first drew my attention to the Petrograd-Kem-Murmansk railway. Since then, I have added a couple of examples 

from this line to my collection. Looking up the literature on this line, I found preciously little, so I decided to 

offer some notes to our Society's most eminent Gazette, both as an opening of the subject, and in the hope that 

other members will supplement these few paragraphs. 

I must immediately direct attention to BJRP 36 of March 196S (some 27 years ago as I write these notes) in 

which Peter Ashford, the then Editor, splashed out with a whole collection of notes and studies on the Allied 

Intervention in North Russia. This was in the Murmansk-Arkhangelsk area - which necessarily included the 
Petrograd-Kem-Murmansk line. It is an excellent set of articles and notes, and well worth the trouble to look 

them up. While they deal with the Allied occupation and activities, they also deal with the Allied operation of 

mail trains from Murmansk as far as the outskirts of Petrozavodsk in this period - as far as I can see - from 
about October 1918 to November 1919. 
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The railway from Petrograd via Petroz.avodsk, Kem and Kola to Murmansk was built in 1916 by Austrian 

prisoners of war. Its purpose was, I believe, almost exclusively military, namely, to receive British war 

equipment and to transfer it as fast as possible from North Russia to the front. Britain was attempting to supply 

Russia with some military machinery to help her war effort. Providing some sort of postal service along the 

route was, I'm sure, a very secondary purpose. 

However, postal wagons did operate from some time late in 1916 on the route Petrograd-Kem. Kem, on the 

White Sea, did have postal connections via ships on the White Sea that called there during summer operations•, 

and there were postal routes for this very sparsely populated area hitherto. Accordingly, the numbers 35/36 were 

allocated to the Petrograd-Kem section. 

Before we come to that, let me spend a few moments talking about the line itself. The route left Petrograd on 

the same track as the Petrograd-Tikhvin-Vologda route. It ran through the village of Zvanka and then branched 

north. I have consulted several maps, all of the 1916-1919 period. One did show a tiny village named Dubovki 

were the new line branched northwards, but another map showed Dubovki a little further south of that location. 

But sometimes, as we know, railway stations bearing the name of a town or village were a few miles removed 

from the location they served and whose name they bore. The line ran northwards through Lodeinoye Polye to 

Petroz.avodsk. From there, it traced its way up to Medvezhya Gora, and then between the two tiny lakes of Sego 

and Vygo. On one of my 1919 maps the village of Povyenets at the northern tip of Lake Onega was connected 

by a spur line to the main line - as shown on the map accompanying this article - but it is possible this was only 
a 'service line' that later fell into disuse, as my later maps do not show it at all. 

The line continued to Soroka and Kem, skirted Lake Imandra, and then continued up to Kola and Murmansk. It 

was, as far as I am aware, a single track railway with sidings and loops for trains to pass. Given the military 

situation of Russia in 1916, urgency was the trade-mark. British convoys braved the terrors of the seas and the 

Arctic Ocean - including the German U-boats - to bring desparately needed munitions to the Russian ally. From 

Murmansk it was over 700 miles to Petrograd - and then on to the Front! 

I would suggest that the first postal wagons ran on the Petrograd-Kem section in late 1916. These would have 

run on this section till about mid to late 1918, when the Allied Intervention took over this region. The BJRP 36 

articles tell the story from that side. Suffice it to say here that the railway from Murmansk as far south as the 

outskirts of Petroz.avodsk was in British/Allied hands from October 1918 to November 1919, after which the 

Allies evacuated entirely from Murmansk. 

I show here two examples of the TPO in action. The general rule was that the journey outward from the Capital 

had the odd number and the return journey to the Capital the even number. Here we see quite clearly that Kem

Petrograd had route number 35, and Petrograd-Kem had 36. There are, however, one or two other pairs of route 

numbers that likewise defy the general pattern. 

Figure 1 shows a postcard - of Japanese manufacture as the picture side shows a Tokyo monument - with a very 

clear "KEM • 35 • PETROGRAD", and the serial letter is "V" set between stars (obscured by the address). It is 

addressed to Petrograd and the postmark is dated 26-11-1917. Figure 2 shows a postcard (picture of the Urals) 

from the period of "free internal post" with a strike of "PETROGRAD • 36 • KEM", also serial "V", dated 6-

1-1919. The first card is of course well before the Allied Intervention, the second was sent during the period of 

Allied control of the Murmansk-Petroz.avodsk section of the railway, but its "free postage" nature indicates it 

was sent in an area under Soviet control, so on the Petrograd-Petroz.avodsk section. 

I am grateful to my friend Ian Baillie who, in correspondence to me, writes that he has a strike "KEM • 35 • 

PETROGRAD" on an imperf 5k Arms pair dated 19-10-??, serial "a". His next example from this railway is on 

a pair of the 14k Workers type with text "MURMANSK* 36 *LENINGRAD", 7-7-1925. 

1 For the steamship routes that included Kem in their mail routes, see BJRP 63 (1986), article by 
Dr.R.Casey, p.23, the routes of the 1st and 3rd White Sea steamships. 
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From all this I suggest the following working hypotheses : 

there were at least three sets of postmarks, serials "a", "b" and "V" ; 
there were at least two postal wagons serving this route - one 'up', one down ; 
they operated on the Petrograd-Kem section during late 1916 - mid/late 1918. 

While speculating on the operations on this railway during a very difficult and confused period is always 
hazardous, it will be seen from the BJRP 36 notes that there was speculation that the Russian TPOs ran normally 
during the period of Allied Intervention! It really requires an imaginative effort to suppose that the trains chuffed 
up and down from Petrograd to Kem and back, with their postal wagons, crossing the front between the Allied 
Interventionist forces and the Red Army. Since the British forces had taken over two Russian TPO wagons found 
in the sidings at Kem, these were used to serve the Allied troops with British-supplied postmarks. However, it is 
possible that the Soviets operated a shuttle-service TPO on the part of the route that remained under their 
control, namely Petrograd-Petro7.avodsk. Since the card in figure 2 is addressed to and has a receipt mark of 
LODEINOYE POL YE - within the Soviet-controlled part of the line - it would seem that this was the case : 
TPOs ran within the Soviet sector. But we need more postal material to validate - or disprove - the point. 

The next illustration shows a cover with postmarks of "ZVANKA/VOKZ. •, dated 30-12-1924. As the 2k 
Worker stamp was on the back, a 'postage due' mark of the Zvanka station was applied, but when the stamp 
was discovered and cancelled, an attempt was made to eradicate the postage due marking, without much success. 
The marking is slightly retouched in the illustration. 
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Figure 3. Cover showing postmark, postage due mark o/ZVANKA VOKZAL, 1924. 
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Obviously, Zvanka had a railway station post office in 1924. Did it have one earlier? The 1916 Postal List is no 

help here, as it reflected the situation in late 191S, and possibly very early 1916. The line under scrutiny here 

started operations in mid/late 1916 at the earliest. Nevertheless, it seems very likely that it did, and Petro7.avodsk 

and Kem are also prime candidates for a railway station post office during this period. 

The existence of a PETROZA VODSK VOKZAL during the relevant period was brilliantly proven by my friend 

Timo Bergholm with the cover shown in figure 4. This local cover, (over)franked with 4 10k Postal Savings 

Bank stamps, bas a Petro7.avodsk Voml postmark, serial "a", dated 10-4-1918 (with thanks to Philip Robinson 

for the postmark drawing). 

I would like to postulate that Kem also bad a railway station postal desk, but this awaits the discovery of a KEM 

VOKZAL postmark. If anything more turns up, a postscript to these notes will be included in a future Journal. 

In the meantime, I commend to you the notes from BJRP 36 and, if you can, do look up the entire issue. It's 

worth it. 

Figure 4. Local cover postmarked PETRO'Z.AVODSK VOKZAL, 10-4-1918. (T.Bergholm collection) 
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A kopeck saved ... 

Jack Moyes & Dave Skipton 

Russia's post-and-telegraph savings bank (PTSB) operations and the stamps they used have been treated at some 
length in the BJRP, notably by Dr.R.J. Ceresa1

, Oleg Faberge2 and Daniel Levandowsky3. Due to a lack of 
official sources, however, the history behind the PTSBs and their daily activities were either not addressed or 
covered very broadly. In this article we will present a translation of the section on PTSBs in the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs' (MVD) 1902 Centennial edition, which provides the greatest detail available thus far, an all-too
brief listing of the PTSB savings-book varieties recorded, and some notes on the adhesives. 

We will begin with the translation: 
"The question of having Russian post offices accept savings deposits after the example of Western European 

countries was raised in 1882, when the Ministry of Finance was grappling with the problem of affording the 
populace free access to State Bank Savings Offices. A lengthy study of these operations abroad led the Ministry 
to conclude that their success in foreign countries was to a great extent the result of having these savings offices 
set up everywhere. A second major factor was the hours of operation : deposits and withdrawals could be made 
at times convenient to the working class. Up to the end of the 1880's, though, all attempts to involve post offices 
in savings operations (they were the most widespread and accessible of any government establishments) ended in 
disappointment. One reason for the failures was the fact that the experiments were based on the English model, 

which didn't correspond to Russian governmental or social practices. In England, the whole business of popular 
savings was concentrated exclusively in the postal administration. Moreover, government savings offices of the 
State Bank in Russia already existed, and their activities and turnovers had developed quite independently of the 
Post. Therefore, the only viable means of involving local post offices in savings operations was to co-locate State 

Bank savings offices with them, much as had been done in Belgium, where post offices were allied with the 
Main Belgian Savings and Pension Office. It was also necessary to set up savings operations at ALL post and 
post-and-telegraph offices without exception, because the need to save existed everywhere, and the only thing 
which could hinder that need was the absence of a savings office in a given area. 

As far as the methods of depositing and giving receipts were concerned, the Russian postal and post-and
telegraph offices adopted the French and Belgian system right from the start. When the savings offices accepted 
a deposit, it was attested to by the depositor affixing specially-made stamps in a savings booklet, with the stamps 
adding up to the amount of the deposit. This method was the quickest, most accurate and easiest for control 

purposes, as the savings office always had stamps or the money collected from their "sale". This made 
accounting and auditing the savings offices considerably easier. 
Initially each deposit receipt could be confirmed by no more than 10 roubles' worth of stamps. Larger deposits 
up to a maximum of 1000 roubles were accepted, but the depositor was given a receipt [i.e. no stamps - DS] 

each time by the local PTSB. Later, to simplify banking paperwork and make things more convenient for the 

patron, using savings stamps to verify receipts was gradually expanded to include any amount of deposit. 
When the PTSBs opened in 1889, deposits brought 4% annual interest. Then, in 1894, the annual interest on 
savings bank deposits was lowered to 3.6% to conform with the average capital gains percentage. This 3.6% 

figure was chosen for its utility in computing percentages, because it corresponded to the number of days in the 
commercial year (360), and thus gave the depositor himself an easy way to calculate the amount of interest he 
could expect on his deposit in a PTSB. 
Special savings stamps (Sk and 10k) were introduced in 1900 to facilitate payments into small accounts. They 

were supposed to be affixed to the forms called "savings booklets" by the depositors themselves. Separate 
booklets were prepared for each stamp denomination, so that each booklet would have the precise number of 
blank spaces necessary to admit 1 rouble's worth of stamps. The booklets were provided free of charge, and all 
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post-and-telegraph offices dispensed them. A completed booklet was accepted for deposit by all savings banks, 

just like cash. 
Together with perfecting the system of putting money INTO savings has recently come improvements in getting 
depositors' money OUT of PTSBs. The procedure adopted in 1889 did not allow for direct withdrawal; when a 
depositor wanted to take money out of his account, the PTSB had to order the funds from the Central Banlc of 

the Ministry of Finance. Only after they were received by the local post office could they be given to the 
depositor. This procedure was a cumbersome affair, and it often put depositors in very difficult situations. They 
couldn't get their money out of a PTSB quickly, and the transaction involved two banlcs, not one. To eliminate 
these needless complications, direct withdrawal of up to 25 roubles from each savings book was instituted in 

1899. This measure was undoubtedly a transitional stage towards direct, complete savings withdrawal at the 
PTSBs. This is evident from the fact that several banlcs in 1900 increased the maximum amount that could be 
withdrawn [per savings book] to SO and even 100 roubles. (see Figs.1-2 below) 
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Figures 1,2. Pages 7 and Bfrom an individual's savings accoulll book at the Derechin (Grodna prov.) PTSB, 
late 1910. Starting with 58 roubles ca"ied over from p.6, the depositor added 24.50 and later withdrew 55 

roubles on 26-12-1910 and 26 roubles on 22-1-1922. Later, a further 7 roubles was deposited. All deposits are 
marked by control stamps of the appropriate denominations. (from BJRP SO) 
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When the PTSBs were established in 1889, they were attached to the State Banlc Savings Offices at local district 

treasuries. Under then existing postal conditions, the latter weren't always located nearest the PTSBs of a given 

district. So, to expedite transactions between the PTSBs and State Banlc offices, the authorities altered the 

pattern: now each PTSB would work with the closest State Banlc office. 

The opening of these PTSBs cost the Post-and-Telegraph Administration very little, because bookkeeping at the 

small PTOs with a limited range of operations was entrusted to the existing staff. Only at the larger PTOs was it 

necessary to add special officials for the banlcing activities. P-T officials who were given these new responsibil

ities got paid a bonus from the State Banlc Savings Office's general revenues. This consisted of a 10 kopeck 

"renumeration• for every new savings book [the officials] gave out at a PTSB, 10 kopecks for every 100 roubles 

deposited with their participation, and 10 kopecks for every PTSB book in use for no less than one year. A 

minimum of SO roubles was awarded to every PTSB which brought in at least 300 roubles in deposits per year 

(This seems overly generous, unless the bonus was awarded every SO years or so - IS], or conducted operations 

of no less than 20 savings books. At the time this was written, the amount of bonuses paid out to PTSB officials 

had reached 244,918 roubles per annum. 

Detailed rules for PTSB bookkeeping and accounting, as well as precise instructions for accepting deposits and 

paying out monies, were established by special regulations approved by the Minister of Internal Affairs in 

conjunction with the Minister of Finance and the State Controller. 

The first PTSBs were opened in 184 offices of the Moscow and Tver Post-and-Telegraph Districts. In the first 

two months of their existence, i.e. by January 1890, these offices had accepted deposits totaling 85,514 roubles. 

In subsequent years the number of PTSBs and the amount of their deposits grew rapidly. Their success can be 

seen from the following figures: 

year 
1890 

1895 

1900 

PTSBs 
1,265 

3,039 

3,853 

Total deposits 
2,747,621 R. 

29,652,763 R. 

65,909,054 R. 

By 1901 PTSBs were open at practically all offices of the Post-and-Telegraph Administration which conducted 

full postal operations. •4 

Postal savings books and booklets are seldom encountered, and it is most likely that those presented in this 

article are but a few of the varieties that once existed. For instance, there ought to be a 5-kopeck booklet printed 

by the MVD, to go with the 10-kopeck booklet in figs.S-6. There may well be EhZGB productions that have 

minor differences in the arrangement, but not in the content of the text. And if PTSB booklets for postage 

stamps existed, what other "denomination-booklets• might there be? Say, S spaces for 20-kopeck stamps or 10 

spaces for 10-kopeck stamps? 

On the following pages a parade of savings booklets is shown. Readers who can add other types to this parade 

are urged to contact the Editor for inclusion in a future BIRP. The potential variety of such booklets is enormous 

- as noted by the authors above - so the surface is barely scratched with this line-up! In the above translation, a 

remark in square parentheses marked •Ds• is by Dave Skipton, while a remark marked •1s• is by the Editor. 
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.. .,,., nopy'leni• ao nepe.aa'lt a1, c6ep. Koccy •a• 
DOAHeHHWX1' ••pxa11K c6ep. KOpTO'leK1o K no.ty'le
Hiri H3'1t l(ICCl,l c6ep. KHH>KeK ... 

He ao,6paHRetc• noxynan celep. xopKB ua 
ua.a:H11uw• ..1.eu•ra .1..1.1 npo..1aac11. 

Ec.tH f .IIUIU. Ha HU KOTOparo .s.t.ueTca 13UOC. 

c6ep. xapKa1U1, eme He eatCTa c6ep. KllHlkKH, TO 
c6ep. Kapto'llla xo>KCT1' 6wn npe.sctaa.,eea n 
AD6y11 c6ep. xaccy; c6ep. KapTOqKa DpRHBXaCTCll 
lt:lCCOI) teaK .. nep1oaa11a.u.Hw:A B3110C1t, 11 BHOCHTe.l:I) 

•w.aaetca c6ep. KHHll<Ka, DO KOTopoA .2a,1i.etAmie 
••aon, aoryn 6wn ..iuaeJIW Aee•ra•a ea■ c6ep. 
aapl<uK. Dpll u:uaquOCTH llie c6tp. KHKllCKH, ••· 

Figures 3-4. A savings booklet for 1 roubles' worth of 5-kopeck savings stamps, printed in the 1900's by the 

EhZGB, or State Printing Office. Note the differences in spacing of the text on line 1 under the eagle in jig.4, 

and that of line 1 injig.6. All of the explanatory text is the same on both the 5k and !Ok cards. Another example 

of this style has •savings• changed in manuscript to •postage" on the front of the card (fig.3 at right, third line). 

lt has been filled with twenty 5k stamps of the 1909 issue, cancelled by grille and the sum transferred to the 

holder's account book, 31-1-1917. 1he 5k cards are green, matching the colour of the 5k savings stamp. (from 
BJRP 52, December 1975) 
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KO_B_a11- :~.::a:·~hlTL~·:~~::::~:::-~~~~"l:,... _____ ...,, .. F_ .. ,,or,z,...,,~ .. - ......... x; .. ,.,,...,._..,.._...,... ,----... , ............. --.,..,e.,.,..,_,,P\ __ ,...,....,...., __ __ 

DOJIBCBHOIJ c6ep.1<:apT01IKOJ>, KOTop:ur npHBRKACTal i 
B'I, 3TOM"L c.ryt1at KaJ('I, AODOJIRBTC.lhBHA B3HOC'h • 

BIJIUIIHLlKH ACRS.ra.uu. 

lloao.aHHTe.a•m,e B3HOCY c6ep. xapKUH xoryn. 
l;LITL BHOCIIKY .IHWL .... TY c6cp. xaccy, l(OTopa,r 
au..1.:1..,a cGcp. KHH>KKY, a no KUH>KK:ul.1» Ilottoeo- · 
·Te.aerpa<j,Hwx-. c6ep. 11acc-... caep:r-. Toro, u a-. , 

no.i;~lK:111'.:i; ... :~H;:~.:;:.,:,~~ise~~~;i,,m paao- l 
paasuwa H soo6me uac:To.11,KO ncnopqceuwr, 11To i· 
.I.OCTOHHCTBO HX"L BC MO>KeT"L C5wn onpe.,.i..aeeo. 
C<Scp. KapToqxu, BI J(OHX"L OKa)KCTCJI OJI.Ba B.IB 

utCKOJlbK0 TIKHlC"!t 11ap01(1., :aoaepamaOTCJI DpCA'L-: 
JrnHrc.111> nx1. AJ1a: aaxtmi uerOJtuwx1, 11.apOK"L. I 

Ha cOi:p. KHHiKI\J aapKH BC AOJUKBW. 6u.n. sa- , 
K.IIClJDacaw, a owu6o'IHO BIKACCBHl:aUI BO BK.laJl.11 : 

HC Sa'IHCJIJll>TCB. 

flpOllCJITY Ha 81(.13,11,1, BBCCCHHYC cCSep. xapKa- ; 
llH, HlllfHC.IJIIJTCJI, K2h.""L U ea BKAUW BaJIH'llll,IIIH j 

.1.eu1.rauff, c1, J-ro 11uc.1a ut.11.yt>lllaro aa asuo- i 
co,.-.. ric,raa. I 

Bci. c6ep. Kaccw, a TaJOKe nocpe.lBRKB, o K<>
TOpYx-.. cat,a:lmi11 11OJKeo DO.l)"IHTL a-.. ·CS..uJKal!-1 
mei! cCSep. 11•cct, npo,aa1>n. cCSep. xapf(H 06.1- : 
••Te.a•Ho no B&plllJl&Nnaoa ~•ti, a c6ep. Kap-I 
TO'IIIH BW,tlll>T'L 6eau.un:o. 

CD 

. ~ 

.. 
-·· •• 

.. . . 

• CBEPEI'ATEJThHAH .MOill 
--~~~, .. ~.•· ~·-
1·p'ci>. )µ11. HAK.n:mrn- · 
:•i•.!j. . r 

, ;, -': ·:OBEPErATEnHiilX'I, MA.POK'!, : ·, ...... . . 

• 
·· .. · ·,. · · no 10 xon. · 

Ha cyMMY 0,0.t!Hl, 

·"':"' . 

I 

I 
! 
I 
i 

: I 

J. . .; . .. ----~--- _] 

H3BJIE'-IEHIE 
M31, npaaMA1, o c6eperareAbHwn 1ap1111n. 

CCSeperne .. LHwa xapKH m,toTc.o Aayx-.. pa3• 
pR..1.081,, B'L S K. H 10 K., H H2KAtHBal)TCJI Ha fCTa
ROBJltUHWJI Jl.1JI cero c6eperaTtJll1UliUI' 1(3pTO'IKH. 
KapTO'IKH BY.Ul>TCR 6e3DAaTIIO npH DOKynKt c6ep. 
••po1t-. H apH TOM-. HC 6O.ate OJ(IJOi! K;pTO'IKH H3.. 
o,iny 11ap11y COOTBiiTCTBfl>Dl•ro ,1OCTOHHCTB3. K•p
TO'IKH", aaoo.1HtRHhl.JI c6ep. M3pK3MU 113 l py(SA:1,, HC 

no.a.1e>Kan nenocpe,1.CTaemoA on.11arl., a npe.aa3-
BJu11>TCJ1 BO BIUUW B'L c6ep. Kacey ,olJIJI 3aHCCCHiJI 
'Ka cCSep. KHHlKKY, DO KOTOpoA, """'" .. , ncrpe6osalfie 
ACHCMi, npoHSBO.IRTCJI 06111.HM'L DOpJIAKOM-.. 

Docpe..1nHKR, KORM"J. aTo p33pi.rueuo, npuuu-
11a1>n. aopy'leHur no liepuarl a-. c6cp. 11•ccv aa-

• noAeeellWx1, aapKa11u c6ep. KapTOtfCK'L H no~y11e

ui1> H31, 1(3CCW c6ep. KUH>l(CK'L, 

He aoa6paBJ1CTCll ao11ya•n cCSep. xap11H Ha 
Ha.'IHlfllWJI' JlCHLrH ..ll.AJI npo.aaJKH. 

Ee.my .1H11a, ua Rx.o KOToparo .at.1•CTCJ1 aseoc-. 
cCSep. •apKaKH, CIDC BC HlltCTCll cCSep. IIBHlKKH, TO 
cCSep. KapTO'IKa •olKe,... 61,1n apuCTaueea a-.. 
.11>CSy1> cCSep. Kacey; cCSep. KapTO'IKa apueuxaCTc.1 
1(3CCOI> un oepaoea11a.a•UL1A B3HOC'lo, H BUOCHTCJII) 

BYUCTCll cCS,p. f(HH)KK3, no KOTopoA ,ta.lLHtAwie 
B3HOCW JlOl')"Tla, 6wn. A-kJ1acxw ACHLrallH HAH c6ep. 
113pK111H. npa H3ARtfH0CTH >KC c6cp. KHH>KKII, T3· 

Figures 5-6. Despite the explanation about how to use the card, the depositor used postage stamps rather than 

savings stamps. As such a procedure is provided for in jig.11, it would seem that sometime after 1902 (when the 

MVD's Jubilee issue appeared), the Post-and-Telegraph Administration and the Ministry of Finance agreed to 

allow the use of ordinary postage stamps in these savings booklets. We cannot be sure at this point whether this 

card is legitimately "used" or not. The ]Ok cards are brown, matching the colour of the JOk savings stamp. 
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Dn.1HCHIIOD c6cr. 1Up-r0'1KOD, KOTOra11 nrRnHM1CTC~ 
"" ;lTOat'L C.1Jttai. KU'J. ,auUJ.JIUl1c.1Wlwfl l.lllOC1, 
11:a.;m11u1oum .. 1eH1.run • 

.llono.sunre.unwe a:,nocw c6cp. •ap,::um 11nryn. 
01.ati. lllhKll~lil .1111DI. B'L Tf c6cp. IC.t..:..:J, ltOtOra• 
1u.1.u.~a cc)cp. 10111:1:.:1, :a nn M'UUit:J.:1>11• flO"f'TOIO
T c:.:erp24>Hux1t cUC'r,. w:1cc1o ,acru, roro ■ n 
no.>~Cll<aWJII nenrp,UHJII coep. UCCJ, 

B.l IK~:UW HC "!'HIIMllallTU cucr, NaJl"ft J"'• 
3opn311HLUI II MK"Mtwe uaCTO.JMrO ncnof'41eHtH1UI, 'ITO 
.::znctcum~,ao uxt. He xn:1;cn. Mt. onpe.1UH0. 
Cucp. t<lrto•n.H: na KUii~• OK.l~eTCA 0.111.l Mllf 
rlCKO.ltJi.O 1'31.UX1, ll:lp01<1" 11m1pa1ua10TCII npc.1 .... 

• 11 ■11TC.11> n:n. ,1.JII ~X-kRW ffCfO.llllilXlo M:lf'Oln-

H:t c6cp. ,c1111;t.1:y >1:IJ'i'H He ,11,o.:a,1mu 6wn, H:l• 
1:.1cn1~CllW. a nwn0011110 11:1.1:.,teHIIWII 90 ■K.U.lW 
HC :t.l' IIIC,UIIOTCII 

npouewrw 11a aw~:uw, ■HeceHHMC cCiep •. •a~a
,an, Hl'IIIC..11tl)TCJI ((\ ■peKCHH nre.1cnuem11 .:ucp. 
t:arrn'1t.ll n ..:6cp. a::accy. 

Be I. c6c1•• 1t:iccu. :l ,a1:~c nncpc.1m11tK. o KO
Toruu, ni..Iiuia JlOllCHO ffO.JJ'fHT&t ft 6.:a1t•at\• 
11;Cll cucp. 11:1cct.. npo.1aa,n. cuep, 11ap,<11 oG•· 
9aTC.11JI0 DO 111p■~THHOI .,.,, a c6ep. up-
10'flal 11.U.'IIOT'l. 6eanaTaO. 

I~ 
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\ , 
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; e • 1 f : 
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C6EPEf lTEJlbHAJI KIPTO~KA 

AJI llilUl:a ,· ·. 
CSEPEI' ATEJIT>BLlX'h IIAPOlt'l> 

IIO 10 KOIL 
, . 

••• 'I. • • 

. 11a cyMMy OAIIHli py6.n~ • . ,· .;· 
~ ...... !-· • 

. .. ... : ·f~~ 
-~ .. ":" .. ;.:. .·· .~ .. ·:· 

• • ."T • • 

H3BJ1E'IEHIB · 

.. • .... 

ui. npaaui. o cCieperaT1AN1111, ■ap1111,. 

Cliepeme.nawJ1 •apn nrl.,..;,. .nm pu
ruon n, j IC, II 10 IC. ■ Rllt.lCRlllOTU Ha JCU· 
HOl..leHRW.C .UJI cero :6eperaTe.JWIUJI KaptO'll:IL 
Napro'IIC11 Htu11tcJ1 lie3n.umo npn nocJmd cliep • 
llapo .... II fffff 'N))l'I, He 60.ne 0.lBOi\ 11apro'IIIR Ra 
O.IRJ' 11ap1tJ cOOTrlrcnJ1Dmaro .lOCtoRRCT■a. Kap
TO•nm, 3aRO.tReHHWJI c6ep. 11apniu1 Ha I pfO.a.. Re 
aone*an aencicpe.1crae11H01l on.ut'k, a npe.1CTa■-
.aJ11)tc.1 BO ·•~1.JW n c6ep. K:lCCJ .u.1 3:lRCCCRiJI 
H:l c6ep.1CHU~Kf, no KOTOJK>K, 3:arl11i... nctpt<>Oa:inie 
.lCHer-. npoll310.lHTCJI OOtWUl"I, ""PA.:.XOl&"I,,. -

Doc re.: .1n1m, Kown. 3TO ra3pi.;;:cu:,, np,mn
Kll>n ""Pr1c11i,a no nepe.ud n. .:,jep. K:accy ~
no~ueHHUS1t x:apx:ax11 coep. IUpTO'ltn • no.1rrc
aiD H31. k:LCCW c6ep. IOll*Clt'I,,. 

He aos6p2ueru ~ocyrun cliep. 112psn u 
RLlH'!HWa A.et1W1l UJI npon,ac;a. 

Ec~H J .lllu.a, Ha JIU 1<010paro .li.12C'TCJI 13HOC1, 
clicr. l<apnllR, eiue nc Rllkrca c6cp. ~n11,,ccn, ro 
c6ep. •ae-roua 110;11C.en 6WT1, npe.,.cna..1.eua n 
.1116111 coep. Kaccr, c6cp. uprosca npu11.11201u 
waccol) KU-. ncpaoHa'ta.aHwJl 83HOC'lt 11. 1ROCM1e.11> 
lw.J:&eTC.a c6ep. ~HH>1uu,, no 1:otopol .u.nlBAmte 
13HOCW 11orrn, 'lwn ..1,t.ne1u,1 .2eH1J2Ka HU c6ep • 
11ap1CUIL np11 ifil..l■VIOC111•,e(e c6ep. RRll>ICKII, ft• 
1m■a11 .10.:,ecaa 6wn npe.icn&JeRa ■•Kn n .3ai-

Figurrs 1-8. Similar to the preceding card, but with notable differences. First, it was printed by the Ministry of 
Internal ~airs' Printing O.ffia, not the EhZGB. Second, the panial date is rendered •190 ••• •, not •19 ••. •. 
Third, the last paragraph of the text at the bottom right of fig.8 co11tai11s one more line thanfig.6. 
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.. , 

. -H3BllE'9:iHiii\ H,31> , !TI)aBHJ11> o coeperaTeJ11,mIX1> MapKax1>. 
- - C6eperaT~HWJl ' . ll~pfOi : H31tJ:/'J1Byn · · paa
pUOB'I, 8'1, 5 :K. H 10 K• H H3KACHBaDrca Ba yctt• 
uoeJ1eHHr.tJ1 JI.JIJI cero ,c6eperare.11r.Hpl'll 1<apro'll(H. 
KapTO'IKH 2bl.UDTC.ll 6esii:;aTHO pp_H ~oKynK-k c6ep. 
&tapOKD H npH TOll'I, Be 60,'lte 0.lHOH KaptO'IKII Ha 
o .. wy 11apKy COOTBtTcTBy10ma~o JioCTS,Hl(CTBa. Kap
TO'll(H, s:mo.11HeHHh1.ll c6ep. xapKa:IIR mi; 1 py6.111,, He 
no.:1.11e)l(an, Henocpe.11.creeHHOH. onilart, a upe.11.crae
·J1J110rc.11 so BKJ134W ·e"I, ·c6ep. K:i'ccy · JI.Jiff. saaecea\ll 

·., . 

. . , 

• ua c6ep. KHll~Y, no Korop·oil, s:yt~m,, H~rpe6oeaa1e 
.11eaen ·npOH3B0JI.HT_Cll 06mux1,_ '?-'?.J/.ll.lll50llD• . : 

Ilocpe.a.HHKH, . . KOHll'l, · 3TO pa3ptw~ao, DpHHH· 
Ma10n nopr1eai.11 110 nepe.n.:1•1t• .. B'I, c6ep. '!(accy sa
no .. rneua1,1x'I, irnpKaliH c6ep. KaprotteK-r. H noJ1yqe-
sio H3"1, K:ICCW c6ep. KHH)KCKl.. · ; · ·.,· 
" He B036pau~eTCJI DOKy'na-rr.. ;c6ep: ·~ M3pKH aa 

:ilaJIH'lHWII .a.eHbrR JI.JIii npo,!!;:l)l(H. . '.·-,:· .c . . 
Ec,lH y JIUU.:i, Ha H)UI .ICOTOpa_ro .a.tJi_aeT_CJl B3HOC'I, 

c6ep. K:lpKaam, Clll.~ 1:1e H~teTC'li c6ep. _l(HIQj(KH, TO 
c6ep. KapTO'IK3 MO>Ken 6wrr, n_pe~CTilBJICH:1 B'I, 

,, .. .111>6y10 c6ep. Kacey; c6ep. K?PT_O'IK3 npHHHMaeTCJl 
.KaccOD Ka1<i. nepeoHa'la .. 1LHt.1H B3HOC~'H BHOCHTe.n_D 

·• ew.aeTCII c6ep. KHHiKK:t, no KOTOP?~ Jt3JlbHtHnlle 
. B3H0Cbl 1,1oryn, 6hlTL .a.t,:teltbl .11.eur.rallll HJIH c6ep. 
· 11:tpKa11111. IlpK H:IJIR'IHOCTH•)f(C c6ep • . KHH)l(Kll, Ta• 

. . l(Ol':lJ( AOJl)l(lla' 6w-x:r. npe.11.cTaB neH:l Blltcrl c-r. S:l· 

uoJ1HeHBoD cdep. Kapro'IKOD, KOTOpa.ll npHHH11aerc11 ... _.,._ 
8'1, 8TOl4'1, CJ1yqat i(al("I, .AOnOJIHHTeJILIWfl B3HOC'l, 
HaJIH'Ulb!MH .11.eai.ra:.tH. . • . . 

.ll.ODOJIHHTe.llLHWC B3HOChl c6ep. MapKaJI.H MOl'}'T'lo 
6wrr. 

0

BHOCHllbl Jlllmb B'l, TY c6ep. Kacey, KOTOpa.11 
Bbl.ll3Jla c6ep. KHH>KKY, a no KHH)l(K:114-r. Ilo11roao
Te.nerpa<j>awx-r. c6ep. Kacc-r. c~epx-r. Toro H e-r. 
no.a.J1e>Kat11yD u.earpaJti.HyD c6ep. Kacey. 

Bo BKJla,llW BC DpHHHllalOTCJl c6ep, ai:tpK:H pa:_ .:. 
30pBaHHb!Jl H B0061JlC HaCTOJILKO HCDOp'ICHHWll, 'lTO . . ; 
.IIOCTOHHCTBO HX'l, He MO>RCT1, 6wrr. oupe.11.t..eao. . 
C6ep. 1(3pTO'IKH, ·. Ha l(OHX"I, OKameTCll OJI.Ha HJIH . 
rlCKOJlbl(O Tal(HX"I, MapOK-r., B08epama10rc11 npe.a.-r.
llBRTCJIIO Mx-r. JI.JIii saxttw: uero.a.awx-r. 11apoK-r.. · . . 

Ha c6ep. KHH)l(Ky M:lpKH Be JI.OJl>KHbl 6blTL. H_a:·-. :.:_: ' 
KJICHBaeMw, a OIIIH601IHO B:ll(JleCHHWJl BO BKJlaJtbl . : _, 
He . Ba'IHCJIIIDTCJI. . • 

Ilponeara Ha BKJIUW, BHCCCHINe c6ep: 11apKa: . 
~iii, Ha'IHCJl.llDTCII. co epeMCHH npe.a.cTaBJleHiJl c6ep • • · .. . 
K3PT,0'1KH B-r. c6ep: Kacey, . . .... . 

Bci. c6ep. KaccY, a Tal()Ke nocpe.ABHKH, o KO- ··. .· 
Topwx-r. cet..itai11 IIO>KH.O DOJIY'IRTL 81, 6.'IH)Kffl• . ··.:~· 
·weil c6ep. K:tcct, npo.n.aDn c6ep. 111apKH 06J1- ·: : 
3aTCJILBO JIO Ha_p~&T8.IIt,HOtt ~'111111, a c6ep. Kap- . 
TO'IKH BW,llaDT'I, (ijl8UaTH0, . 

: ·.· ~- '- • l1r.T1J1& ~,u,uun': 

. .:.·._. -:- . : .. .-:- . .... -.~:·::; ::: : .. ~ :' . . .. . . ··•.· . . . 

Figures 9-10. 10k card with dale "19 ... ", imperial eagle in different style and "used" at Andiv,an 21-2-1917. 
From printer "Yevg.nle, Preemn.SPB". All text on reverse. 
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Ha 3TY K3J>TO'IKY HaKneun.110Tc11 nO'ITOBblR MapKH B'b 

1 0 KonteK1>. 

KapYO'IKII, ua KOTOpblR HaKneeuo )leCRTHKOni.e'IHblX'b MapoK'b 

poBHO Ha so Kon., 11pllllHMalOTCR BO 8Kn3.llbl c6eperaTeJlbHblX'b 

KaCC'b, KaK'b uanll'lllblff )leHbrH. 

Ha KapTO'IKY He )lOnlKHbl 11a1v1eHB3TbCSI nO'ITOBblSI MapKH 

pa3opoaHHblSI, 3ana11Kat1Hblll HnH llHblM'b cnoco6oM'b ucnop

'leHtlblSI. TaKill HCnOp'leHtlhlff MapKH_ c6epcr_aTenbHblMH KaccaMH 

He npHHHMalOTCSI. 

C6EPErATEnbHAH KAPTO~KA 

~JUI 1O-KOD'&8'1BhIX'l> M&p0K'l>, 

C6eperaTeJILHblSI KaJ>TO'IKH, 38nOJIHCH~R nO'ITOBblMH Map

KllMH, npmmMalOTCSI DO BKn3Jlbl uctMH rocyAaPCTBeHHblMH 
c6eperaTenbHblMH KaC:taMH, KOil OTKPLl'flJ npu y•tpelKJlefliHX'b 

rocy.1tapCTBCHHaro EaHKa, Ka3Ha'leACTBaX'h, IIO'ITODO-Tenerpa<l>

llblX'b H TaMOlKCHIILIX'b y11pelK.llCHillX'b, npu ynpauncuiHX'b 11 

MHOrtlX'h C1"311Ui!IX'b K33eHllblX'h lKCJJ'h3llblX'b JlOpOr'b H npH 

HtKOTOpblXl, UOJIOCTHblX1, npaaneHiflXl, B'b Cit6upu. 

' Ha BKna.1t1.t, uuecc11111,1e 01, rocyAapcTHeHHLlfl coepera-

Tenbm.i11 KaCCbl c6cperaTenbHblMH KapTO'IK3MII, 11a1111cnsieTCSI, 

KaK'b 11a UKn3JlLI, lJIIOCIIMblC 118JIH'lllblMH JlClh,raMH, 3"1,o npoueuTa 
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Rgures 13-14. Outside cover and opening page of a postal savings accou11t book with an initial deposit of 20R. 
(illustration reduced) 
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The adhesives 
The small format stamps for the savings booklets (or •cards") have been dealt with by Ceresa, and readers are 
referred to his article. The third issue of the large format stamps for the savings books are listed in the standard 
postage stamp catalogues as these were used for postage from 1921. The first two issues of the large format 
stamps have not been listed before and these are dealt with below, along with some extra information on the 

third issue. 

First Issue 
Eight values, inscribed "Sberegatelnaya•. Watermark is a series of rhomboids, slightly different on the lOOR. 
Perforation 12.9, year indicated as • 18 .. •. 
25k Black with pale brown background of semi-circles 
50k Brown with brown background of semi-circles 
lR Orange with orange background of rhomboid dots 

3R Green with buff background of rhomboid dots 
SR Blue with buff background of rhomboid dots -

lOR Red with brown background of dots in form of vertical mesh 
25R Claret with brown background of dots in form of vertical mesh 

lOOR Brown with red and blue background of interlinked lines 

Levandowsky gives the dates when the Minister of Internal Affairs detailed these stamps to the Governing 
Senate: 1st November 1889 for the 25k-5R, 15th February 1895 for the lOR and the 25R, and 7th August 1896 
for the 1 OOR. These details were then published in the • Assembled Introduction of Government Laws and 
Decrees• on 17-11-1889, 24-3-1895 and 6-9-1896 respectively. Surprisingly, the earliest date we can record for 
this issue is only 18th April 1893, for a 50k. The rhomboids of the watermark normally point upwards, but on 
the kopeck values the watermark can be found sideways. 

The background of the kopeck values is formed by a series of semi-circles with the open loops pointing up or 
down. From a sample of twenty fiscally used copies ten point up and ten point down. This indicates that neither 

version should be thought of as an abnormal variety. The backgrounds of the rouble values are such that it is not 
possible to determine whether any are inverted. 

The 25k was used in savings books only through cash transactions, it would appear, as the savings cards did not 
allow for a sum of less than 50k to be paid in. This stamp was used for several years into the twentieth century 
in spite of the date • 18 .. • on it and the existence of a Control 25k inscribed • 19 .. ". The 50k was also used for 
many years into the new century, in spite of the existence of a Control 50k inscribed "19 .. ". We can record the 

use of rouble values up to 1904, but this would most likely come from small offices using up existing stocks 
before using the new stamps of the third issue. 

Second Issue 

Colours, watermark and perforation as before. Date indicated as "1 ... •. Four values. Almost certainly printed 
from the plates of the first issue with the figure • 8" removed from the year, rather than from a new series of 
plates. Presumably intended as a provisional issue. 
50k Found with watermark horizontal and vertical, background found in both positions 

3R 
SR Can also be found with watermark horizontal 

25R 
The first issue needed to be modified with the arrival of the new century. The authorities would have realised 

before 1900 that this was so. If the problem was to be solved by simply modifying the existing plates then why 
were only four plates so treated? 
The small format stamps for the savings cards were issued in 1900 and were inscribed •savings Stamp•. The 
first issue of the large format stamps had the same inscription when in fact these stamps were used to denote the 
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transfer of money to an account, a means of internal accounting. The third issue of the large format stamps is 

inscribed "Control Stamp" which more correctly describes their purpose. Could this change in terminology he a 
deliberate move to distinguish the two types of stamp and their use? Probably this was so and would explain why 

the second issue is an interim issue preceding a complete set of values in the new style. The four values of the 

second issue were probably the most commonly used and fresh printings needed to supply the demand were 

made from modified plates in 1900. 
Stamps of the second issue can he found used up to 1904 (rouble values) and 1912 in the case of the 50k. We 

can record the first issue 50k also used up to this date, which seems significant. 

Third Issue 
All details as for the first issue but with "Sberegatelnaya" replaced by "Kontrolnaya\ and the backgrounds 
changed so that all eight values are the same, being the semi-circle patterns previously found on the kopeck 

values but with the loops pointing sideways. 
We cannot record the 25k and 50k fiscally used. The late use of these values from the other issues seems to 

preclude them being issued along with the rouble values of this series in 1901. Forgeries of fiscal use can he 
found where dates have been added in manuscript to postally used copies and these should be watched for. This 

is a paradox as the stamps are worth far more postally used; fiscal use has never elevated these stamps in price. 

The kopeck values can be found altered in this way, presumably by collectors determined to have complete sets. 

At some offices when a multiple of any value was added to the account book, instead of completing the 

manuscript section of each stamp the date was written across the multiple. The stamps were still individually 
cancelled at the left. When the year has not been clearly impressed such stamps can appear to he postally used, 

so these too should he watched for. We cannot record any watermark varieties for this issue, but we can with 

the backgrounds. The normal background has the open side of the loops to the right, but all values bar the 3R 

can he recorded with the open Gide to the left. 

A violet straight-line cachet can he recorded on a vertical strip of five of the 25R. It reads "Of the Head of the 

Section". The stamps have been correctly cancelled and the manuscript section filled in. This is probably an 
auditor's mark added after the interest was applied and the book checked. An illegible straight-line mark can he 

recorded on a 50k, but it has no cancel at the left or completed manuscript section. 

Figure 1 shows that the savings books were printed to allow five stamps down the page. The complete book in 

figs.13-14 has some pages where six stamps have been used, encroaching above and below the printed lines, 

overcrowding the page for the clerk's entry. This was obviously not the intention for these books. Vertical strips 

of five are the largest multiples we can record for fiscal use. Dr.Ceresa tells me that five is the largest vertical 

multiple he can record postally used. Although we do not know the full lay-out of the sheets of these stamps, 

these vertical fives may he a guide. Unused blocks of four of this series show that there are gutters at the sides 

of each horizontal pair. Two would therefore seem to he the optimal horizontal multiple. Perhaps the sheets 

consisted of, say, five horizontal pairs separated by gutters, with ten stamps in each vertical row, possibly with 

gutters dividing these into two fives. 

NOTES 
1. Ceresa, Dr.R.J., "The Postal Savings Bank and Control Stamps. (part I)", in BJRP 50, July 1974, pp.11-

13, BJRP 52, December 1975, p.17, and "Further Notes" in BJRP 53, November 1976, p.33. 

2. Faberge, Oleg, "Postal Savings Bank Stamps - Plate Proofs and Colour Trials", in BJRP 54, Dec. 1977. 

3. Levandowsky, Daniel, "Postal Savings Stamps", in BJRP 54, December 1977, pp.10-11. 

4. "Pochta i Telegraf v XIX Stolyetii (Prilozhenie 2-e)", M. V.D., St.Petersburg, 1902, pp.119-121. 
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Another item of Persian interest 

Dr. Raymond Casey 

Imperial Russia and Persia were next-door neighbours and from time to time the Tsar's Government found itself 

deeply involved in Persian affairs. Despite these close ties, there are wide gaps in our knowledge of the postal 

relations between the two countries. Only in recent times have we found evidence of the existence of a 19th 

century Russian postal service in Persia pre-dating the inauguration of Persia's own postal administration in 1870 

(Casey, 1982). Russia's armed interventions in northern Persia in the early years of the present century remain a 

particularly murky area for the postal historian, as the reader of Russia used Abroad Part 3 (Tchilinghirian and 

Stephen, 1958) will appreciate. 

The card illustrated here throws welcome light on this topic. It is in the collection of Grigory Rafailovicb of 

St.Petersburg, to whom I am indebted for bringing it to my attention. It is a picture-card featuring Napoleon and 
is addressed to •Russia, Station Zegevol'd, S.-W. Railway, Liflyand Guberniya•. The franking of lk and 2k 

stamps make up the 3k internal rate for postcards, this rate being applicable also to Russia-bound cards posted at 

Russian post offices abroad. 

A double-circle date-stamp of dimension 21-29mm ties the two stamps. It bears the inscription : •pocHT. 
UCHREZHDESHE KAZVINSK. OTRY ADA/I• (Postal establishment of the Kazvin Detachment/I). The card 

bas the dateline •Em.eli 10/6/lr and was posted the same day. It took 6 days to reach its destination. 

Kazvin (Qazvin) is a town in N.-W. Persia about 150km south-east of the Caspian port of Em.eli. Persian 

cancellations of this town are found, albeit rarely, on mail which arrived uncancelled from the Russian side of 

the Caspian Sea. So far as I am aware, there are no previous records of a Russian post office operating at this 

locality. 

The early part of this century was a period of political unrest and insurrection in Persia with foreign powers 

competing for influence. In April 1909 Russian troops entered the country and occupied Tabriz, Em.eli and 

Resbt. The Shah, Mohammed Ali, was forced to abdicate and took refuge in the Russian Embassy. No Russian 

postal markings of this episode have yet come to light, though field post offices for the use of the occupying 

army probably existed. 

The years following Mohammed Ali's abdication and replacement were troubled by open warfare between 

revolutionary and feudal interests, during which the deposed Shah attempted to regain bis throne. The resulting 

disorder and confusion led to further armed intervention by Russia in 1912, with Russian forces occupying towns 

in N.-W. Persia. 

The card depicted here is evidence of a postal organisation for the Russian troops participating in the 1912 

episode. Besides the Kazvin detachment, other Russian military units in N.-W. Persia must surely have bad 

similar offices to meet their postal needs. 

Mr. Rafailovicb is to be congratulated on illuminating an obscure comer of Russo-Persian postal history. 
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Picture-card showing cancellation of Russian post office at Kazvi11, N.-W. Persia, during Russian military 
occupation, 1912. (collection G. Rafailovich) 

Errata 

During the preparation of Alexander Epstein's FPO tables in BJRP 71, great care was taken to hunt down typing 

errors, but unfortunately it appears that a few errors managed to slip in just the same. Our apologies to all 

concerned! The errors are : 

TABLE 3: 

TABLE4: 

the note "Renamed to FPO 129" should read "Renamed to Control FPO 129" 

for FPO 46 the date in the "period" column should be 4.1916, not 12.1916 
for FPO 182 the unit should be Turkestan Rifle Division, not Turkish R.D. 
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The 'Kerenski' Postcards 

Alexander Epstein 

The postal stationery cards of Sk and Sk + Sk (double, reply-paid) are usually considered to be the last items of 

postal stationery issued in Russia before the Bolsheviks seized power on 25 October (= 7 November N.S.) 

1917. The cards became necessary after the domestic postal rates were raised on IS August 1917, most notably 

the postcard rate being raised from 3k to Sk[l]. Since this change in rates took place during the rule of the 

Provisional Government under Kerenski, these postcards are usually named after the prime minister. 

As the introduction of new postal rates required some preparatory period, it is quite possible that the new 

postcards had been designed just prior to August 15th, and then, after the design was approved by the postal 

authorities, taken into production. 

The design of the Kerenski postcards differs from thaJ of the former Imperial postcards (of 3k and 3k + 3k), 

H&G 23,25) principally by the new Russian coat of arms printed in the upper left comer of the card, and in the 

design of the imprinted stamp : a two-headed eagle without the sceptre and orb. 

Nevertheless, no decree about the issue of these postcards could be found in the official publication of the 

Russian postal administration, the Post-Telegraph Journal. True, after the February Revolution this journal was 

filled with various revolutionary decrees and reports, to the detriment of its purely postal information content. So 

the exact date (or dates) of issue of the Sk and Sk + Sk postcards remains unknown. 

The present author has not seen a single Sk postcard postally used earlier than the last ten days of November 

1917 and V. Ilyushin[2] reports the same. Even in Petrograd, then the capital of Russia where the new postcards 

might be expected to be put on sale first, only Imperial postcards of 3k and 4k with additional adhesives affixed 

to meet the increased rate of Sk appear to have been used during the first half of November. As for the double 

postcard of Sk + Sk, this author has not seen it used prior to January 1918, but it was probably issued at the 

end of 1917 as well. Anyway, it can be inferred that the 'Kerenski' postcards were almost certainly issued under 

the Soviet regime, i.e. when Kerenski had already lost power. 

The Sk and Sk + Sk postcards ; periods and area of use 
Two main periods of use of the Sk and Sk + Sk postcards can be distinguished : as full-value postal stationery 

cards until 1919 in Soviet Russia, and later in some areas under White rule (Siberia, South Russia, North-West 

Russia), and as blanks starting in 1919 in Soviet Russia and other Soviet republics, later in the USSR until 1926. 

During the first period the domestic postal rates in Soviet Russia changed twice. On 28 February 1918 the rate 

for an ordinary inland postcard rose to 20k. Before this date, additional postage stamps only had to be affixed to 

a Sk postcard as payment for registration, or to make up the rate for a postcard abroad, but now extra adhesives 

became obligatory on any kind of postcard. On September 1S, all domestic postal rates were lowered, and 

ordinary postcard rates sank to 10k. Some examples of 'Kerenski' postcards used during this period are shown in 

figs. S-7. 

In regions under non-Soviet rule the postal rates could differ from those in Soviet Russia. Some examples of 

'Kerenski' cards used in such areas are shown in figs. 8-13. 

The second period of use of 'Kerenski' postcards, as blanks, will be dealt with later in this article. 

1 On the following pages a large number of 'Kerensky' postcards are illustrated. Considerable effort has 
gone into achieving the best possible reproduction and to avoid introducing further quality loss, the cards 
are illustrated full-size. This necessitates an awkward lay-out of three cards per full page. To save space the 
legends for the illustrations are not included on the same page as the cards themselves, but collected on a 
separate page, even though this will cause a lot of page-turning! My apologies for the inconvenience. 
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Figures 1-4. The 'Kerensky' postcards: 5k, 5k+5k and 20k 
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Figures 
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The area of use of 'Kerenski' postcards was strongly dependent on the ebb and flow of the Civil War in Russia. 

Evidently the cards could be delivered only to those areas that retained a communications link with the centre, 

i.e. where Soviet power was maintained at a given moment in time. 

Thus, besides to Central, Northern and North-Western Russia, Estonia, Northern Latvia, the Volga area and the 

Urals, 'Kerenski' postcards were also delivered during the first months of 1918 to Siberia, the Far East, the 

Ukraine, the Crimea, and to the Kuban and Black Sea provinces. Later, at the beginning of 1919, the cards were 

delivered to Latvia and Byelorussia. Later still, during the summer and autumn of 1919, 'Kerenski' postcards 

were available in the Don area, to where they had probably filtered from other areas occupied by the forces of 

general Denikin. There is no evidence the cards were on sale at the post offices of the Don province during the 

short-lived Don Soviet Republic at the beginning of 1918 : they certainly were never revalued by overprinting 

them with •10• in Rostov, as happened to Imperial postcards of 3k, 3k + 3k and 4k. 

However, during 1918/1919 the Sk and Sk + Sk cards could not penetrate Transcaucasia in significant 

quantities, because, with the exception of the 'Baku Commune' which lasted through the spring and summer of 

1918, Soviet power was not established in Transcaucasia until 1920-1921. 

The Sk and Sk + Sk postcards ; varieties 
No significant cliche varieties have been found. This suggests a single, continuous printing for each kind of 

postcard. However, postcards can differ quite strongly in the shade of ink (from deep lilac to brownish red), the 

shade of paper (from light beige to brown), the kind of paper (rough or chalk-surfaced) and the intensity of the 

printing (address lines as barely visible dots or as almost solid lines). It seems that almost any kind of paper and 

ink available was used for the manufacture of the cards. 

The 20k postcard 
This postcard, in the same design as the Sk postcard, differs from the latter only in the colour : blue instead of 

lilac. Its face value corresponds to the domestic postal rate for an ordinary postcard in effect from 28 February 

1918. However, the preparation for issue and printing of this postcard took place much later. Proofs of the 20k 

postcard exist with the approval cachets signed by the People's Commissar of Posts and Telegraphs V.N. 

Podbelski on June Sth, and by the head order-receptionist on July 2nd, 1918 [3,4]. It appears that the issue of 

this 20k postcard was prepared in some haste. True, the new coat of arms of Soviet Russia (RSFSR) was 

adopted only in July 1918, but one may wonder why, for instance, the 'Chainbreaker' stamp design was not 

used for this card. The adhesives of 3Sk and 70k in that design were being prepared for issue almost at the same 
time. 
In any case, as far as the present author knows, nobody has seen a 20k 'Kerenski' postcard postally used before 

1S September 1918 (when postal rates were reduced and such postcards had become needless). In fact, the 

author has never seen or heard about these postcards use earlier than the first months of 1920, when stationery 

postcards served almost exclusively as blanks in Soviet Russia for more than a year. 

The 'Keremki' postcards as 'blanks' 
From 1 January 1919 on, ordinary mail (letters up to lSg and postcards) could be sent free of charge within 

Soviet Russia. Postage stamps still had to be used for prepaying registered mail, ordinary letters above lSg in 

weight, money transfers and parcels. The question arose what to do with the remaining stocks of postal 

stationery. 
In accordance with circular No. 3S7/1762 of March 21st, 1919, all items of postal stationery were to be put on 

sale at an uniform price irrespective of their face value. Postcards were to be sold for 10k, double postcards for 

20k. The Sk and Sk + Sk postcards were among the postal stationery listed in the above-mentioned circular, but 

the 20k postcards were not mentioned, another confirmation that these cards were not available at that time. 

The imprinted stamp was to be invalidated by crossing it out with a pen, or some similar method of defacement, 

thus turning a stationery card into a formular card, or 'blank'. However, among the numerous postacrds used as 

blanks during 1919-1926 items invalidated in this manner are very scarce. 
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It appears that, initially, the face value of the imprinted stamp was taken into account for registered postcards 

while calculating the postal rate of 35k. Later on, the drastic rise in postal rates made the face value of the cards 

too small relative to the postal rate to be taken into account. 

It should be noted that the initial uniform price of 10k was the same as the former postal rate for an ordinary 

postcard. As the cost of picture postcards, when they were available at all, was even higher, the 'free postage' 

actually remained an illusion. 

Afterwards the sale price for postcards/blanks was repeatedly increased. At the beginning of 1920, the 20k 

'Kerenski' postcards apparently started to be sold as blanks as well. At the end of 1922 the People's Commissar

iat of Communication ordered the local administrations to apply a handstamp indicating approval by the 

particular administration to postcards. The 'Kerenski' postcards were among the blanks which received this 

treatment. For details, see (5). This order was abolished in 1924, but the 'Kerenski' and other pre-revolutionary 

postcards continued to be used as blanks, with or without these handstamps, until 1926. 

For some examples of the 'Kerenski' postcards used as blanks during 1919-1926, see figs.14-21. The remaining 

stocks of 'Kerenski' postcards were used as blanks not only in Soviet republics, but also in the neighbouring 

states of Estonia and Latvia (Fig.20). For some cases· of local revaluation of 'Kerenski' postcards without any 

surcharge, see (6). 

Surcharges and overprints on the 'Kerenski' postcards 
Collectors specialising in Russian stationery cards will be aware of such cards - including the 'Kerenski' 5k and 

5k + 5k, with a violet handstamped surcharge • 10/KOTI • in two lines (Fig.14). This surcharge is stated to have 

been applied in Petrograd, but there are two different stories concerning the date of and reason for the 

surcharging. 

According to the first version the surcharge is connected with the new postal rates introduced in the RSFSR on 

15 September 1918. The other version, suggested by V. Mogilnyi (7), connects this surcharge with the 

abovementioned circular No.357/1762 that converted stationery cards into blanks with a uniform price of 10k. 

The second version appears more probable, since neither the present author nor other collectors have seen these 

surcharged postcards used before April of 1919. 

At any rate, this is not an issu~ by the central postal authorities but a local issue, instigated by the Petrograd 

Main Post Office. Other, similar surcharges are known to have been applied in other locations. I. Aleksandrov 

reports a black handstamped surcharge "10" on a 'Kerenski' 5k postcard, posted in May 1919 in Ostasbkov, 

Tver province (8). 

Another case of local revaluation of the 'Kerenski' 5k and 5k + 5k postcards is known lo have taken place in 

Minsk in 1921. The postcards were overprinted with a black circular handstamp reading (in translation) : 

"Workers'-Peasants' Soviet Government. Commissar of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones of Byelorussia". This 

handstamp with the coat of arms of the Byelorussian Soviet Republic is the same as the one applied to 2k and 5k 
stamps of the 'Arms' issue, the so-called Minsk Provisionals. The handstamp revalued the postcards to conform 

to the rate of JOOR for an ordinary postcard, which took effect on 15 August 1921 (9). 

Estonia 
On 18 November 1918 'Kerenski' postcards were issued with an overprint at the provincial town of Rakvere/ 

Wezenberg, together with other stamped postcards and envelopes, as well as stamps cut from stationery 

wrappers. These items were issued without the authorisation of the postal authorities. Two types of overprint 

were used in two different printing-shops : a two-line "EESTl/10" and a three-line "Eesti/(Rakwere)/10" 

(Fig.22). The number of postcards issued was 200 of each overprint type. Forged overprints of the second type 

also exist. These postcards could be used until November 27th [13). 

Another local overprint "Eesti" on the 'Kerenski' 5k postcard was made by handstamp at Haapsalu/Gapsal in 

November 1918. It appears that these overprinted postcards were not used at face value. They are known to 

collectors used later, in 1919, as 'blanks' with affixed postage stamps fully paying the corresponding rate (14). 
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Finally, in February 1919 a three-line overprint •Eesti/Post/p.25 p. • was made on 'Kerenski' Sk postcards in a 

local printing-shop at Narva according to a private order from the commander of a Finnish volunteer detachment 

stationed there. However, these postcards were not accepted by the postal authorities of Estonia and, apart from 

a few copies, were later destroyed [1S]. 

Estonia (Gennan Occupation) 
Besides the Imperial Arms stamps surcharged 20 pfg and 40 pfg in Tartu/Dorpat (SG 1,2 of Estonia-German 

Occupation), 'Kerenski' postcards of Sk, surcharged 20 pfg, were also issued on S March 1918 (fig.23) [10). 

The number of surcharged postcards was 25.000, of which 10.421 were sold over the counter. Like the postage 

stamps, the postcards were valid for postage until March 22nd. Forged overrpints exist, which differ from the 

genuine in the fugures, which are thinner. 

Latvia 
In this country stocks of Sk and Sk + Sk 'Kerenski' postcards were converted into blanks in 1919 by 

handstamping them •PASTA KARTE CARTE POSTALE• above the Russian equivalent, while the imprinted 

stamp and the 'Kerenski' eagle in the top left comer were obliterated by another handstamp (17). It is unclear 

whether these items were issued during the period of Soviet government in Latvia, in accordance with the 

abovementioned circular, or later under the National government. 

The Polish Corps 
As will be known, the Polish Corps, a former military formation within the Russian army consisting of soldiers 

of Polish nationality anmd stationed in the Mogilev province at the beginning of 1918, had issued its own 

postage stamps in March by overprinting Imperial Arms stamps (SG Ml-1S of Poland). However, less is known 

about postal stationery overprinted in a similar manner. 'Kerenski' postcards of Sk overprinted in two lines with 

"POCZTA/Pol.Korp• on the imprinted stamp, the Polish eagle over the Russian coat of arms, and the word 

"POCZTOWKA • ( = postcard) above its Russian equivalent were among these items of pos~I stationery. There 

are two types of overprinted Sk postcards : with and without a surcharge of the new value •10 kop• under the 

eagle (fig.24). 

The Ukraine 
In the summer of 1918, even before adhesives overprinted with tridents had been issued, postcards with trident 

overprints appeared on sale. The overprinting took place by means of handstamps in various centres of the 
Ukrainian post/telegraph districts. The overprints included a surcharge • 10 KOIT • under the trident, which 

corresponded to the postal rate for an ordinary postcard current at that time. 

The 'Kerenski' Sk and Sk + Sk postcards were among the postcards overprinted in various localities. A listing 

of these postcards with their various overprints is given below. The overprint types are designated in accordance 

with the Ukraine handbook by S. Roberts, part IV [12) (fig.25-27). Almost all overprints were applied in black 

(b) or violet (v), with a single blue (bi) example the exception. 

32 

Locality 
Kiev 

Odessa 

Kharkov 

Ekaterinoslav 

'lype 
SI 

S2 

S3 

SS 
S6 

S7 

SS 

S9 

Sll 

5k 
V 

V 

V 

b 

b,v 

b 

b 
b 

b 

5k + 5k 
V 

b 

b 
b 
b,v 

b 

b 
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Poltava SI3 
Sl4 
SIS 

b 

b 

b,bl 

b 

b 

b 

Among Ukrainian postal stationery, the catalogues also list 'Kerenski' postcards - with and without trident 
overprint - surcharged • 15 k", allegedly issued in 1919. 

Postcard Type 5k 5k + 5k 

without trident X 

with trident S9 Roberts SIO X 

with trident S 11 Roberts SI2 X X 

Unfortunately, the present author has never seen these postcards postally used. Furthermore, a 15k rate for 
postcards never existed in the Ukraine during 1918-1919, neither under the Skoropadski Hetmanate (Ukrainska 
Derzhava), nor under Petlyura (U.N.R.), nor in the Soviet Ukraine. But the rate of 15k for an ordinary postcard 
did exist in the first half of 1919 in the area occupied by the United Forces of South Russia under General 
Denikin. 

A thorough comparison shows the surcharge • 15 k" to be very similar in its design and execution to the "35 k" 
and "70 k" surcharges made on 'shagiv' stamps of the Ukraine in March 1919 at Mariupol (Ekaterinoslav 
province, which fits with the trident types!) during the occupation of this town by Denikin's forces (SG 36,37 of 

South Russia). The theory that the postcards surcharge • 15 k" form a single set with the stamps surcharged "35 
k" and "70 k" therefore seems very plausible. Also note that in the Soviet Ukraine, overprinted postcards were 
used as blanks since 1919 (figs.????). 

Annenia 
The 'Kerenski' Sk and Sk + Sk postcards are known overprinted with the Armenian "HH" monogram and 
surcharge Sr (as on postage stamps). However, our opinion is that they either originated from private stocks, or 
were unofficial reprints stemming from the time of the Armenian Soviet Republic, since no 'Kerenski' postcards 

could have been delivered to the Armenian post offices before the establishment of a Soviet regime there in 
1920. 

Far Eastern Republic 
In the late autumn of 1920, not only postage stamps of the Arms issue but also some items of postal stationery -
wrappers and postcards, including the 'Kerenski' Sk and Sk + Sk cards - were provided with a lithographic 
overprint "ZIBP •, the abbreviation for "Dal'ne Vostochnaya Respublika" = Far Eastern Republic. 8000 copies 
of the Sk postcard and 4000 copies of the Sk + Sk postcard were issued. There is some evidence that a 

substantial percentage of the latter were split into Sk postcards which were then used as 'single' postcards (16). 
(see figs.28-30) 
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS 
1. The 'Kerensky' 5k postcard. 
2. The despatch half of the 5k + 5k replay-paid card. 
3. The reply half of the 5k+5k card. 
4. The 'Kerensky' 20k postcard. 
5. 5k card from Vesenberg (Estl., 18-2-1918) to Chemyi Posad (Estl., 23-2-1918, a few days before the 

German occupation. Correct rate of 5k. 
6. 5k card sent registered from Kaz.an (25-6-1918) to Revel (20-7-1918, under German occupation). Correctly 

franked at 42k (12k postage, 30k registration). 

7. 5k card used with additional franking within Tambov province at correct domestic rate of l0k. 
8. 5k card additionally franked with two 5k stamps of the North-West Army for 15k total rate. The card was 

sent from Novoselye, Petrograd (26-10-1919) and has a receipt mark of Polna (used at Gdov). 
9. 5k card sent from Novocherkassk (31-10-1919) to Zhelemovodsk, Terek (3-ll-1919). Add'I franking of two 

15k "Denikin" stamps for rate of 35k as used in South Russia during second half of 1919. 
10 5k card used in the Crimea during the 1920 Wrangel occupation. Because of a lack of stamps, the additional 

postage of 2.95R (for 3R total) was paid in cash. 
11 5k card sent from Odessa (19-9-1918, Ukranian Hetmanate) to Berlin. Total rate lOk. 

12 5k card from Poltava (19-9-1918) to Kiev. Rate of l0k paid with additional franking of two 2k stamps with 
Poltava I trident and lk Postal Savings Bank stamp (legally used as postage stamp). Both this card and the 
previous card show the 5k imprinted unoverprinted stamp still accepted for postage. 

13 5k card used locally in Ekaterinodar, Kuban. Add'I franking of 5k PSB stamp, making up the lOk rate for 

postcards used in South Russia and the Ukraine. 
14 5k card with handstamp "10 KOP. • used as blank from Petrograd (27-7-1919) to Kiev. Free Post period. 
15 The despatch part of a 5k+5k card used as a blank in Tambov province in August 1919: Free Post. 
16 20k card used as blank from Petrograd(29-6-1920) to Tallinn, Estonia. Since the postal administration of 

Estonia did not recognise "free post" it recovered from the addressee a sum equal to the corresponding 
domestic postal rate of Estonia, 100 penni, and struck on the cover a handstamp reading "From Russia/d(ue) 
200 p(enni)" within a rectangle. For a postcard, the "2" was corrected by band to "l ". 

17 5k card used as blank from Tashkent (2-7-1921) to Petrograd (ll-7-1921). Free Post. 

18 20k card used as blank from Petrograd (22-8-1922) to Tambov. The rate of 10,000R is paid with an Arms 
stamp of lR, revalued by a factor 10,000. 

19 5k card with Ukrainian S3 Trident overprint (obliterated, along with the coat of arms, by a primitive 
handstamp) used as blank from Simferopol (7-5-1926) to Moscow. Franked with a 3k USSR definitive. 

20 5k card used as blank in Estonia. The Estonian 15k stamp fully prepays the postcard rate. 
21 5k card used as blank in Soviet Georgia. Rate of 5000R prepaid with Georgian stamp (and additional charity 

stamp. Sent from Tiflis). 
22 5k card with a local overprint applied in Rakvere (Rakwere, Wezenberg), Estonia. 

23 5k card with "20 Pfg. • surcharge applied in Tartu (Dorpat) during the German occupation. 
24 5k card with overprint of the Polish Corps. 

25 Sk card with Ukrainian S3 overprint, used locally in Kiev. Additional franking of a pair of Sk Arms stamps 
overprinted with Kiev II trident, for total rate of 20k. November 1918. 

26 Sk card with Ukrainian SS overprint and additional franking of 7k Arms stamp with Odessa II and 3k Arms 

stamp with Odessa I tridents. Total rate 20k. Sent from Genichesk (6-12-1918) to Tartu, Estonia. 
27 5k card with Ukrainian Sil overprint sent from Ekaterinoslav prov. to Odessa, December 1920, Free Post. 
28 Sk card with "DVR • monogram overprint of Vladivostok, sent from Vladiostok on 29-11-1921 to Germany. 

29 Same card, now with additional franking of 2k Vladivostok Arms stamp and sent in May 1922 to Milan, 
Italy. Underfranked by 2 Gold Kopecks. 

30 Reply half of 5k+5k card used as blank in Vladivostok during May 1923, to Gensan, Korea. Rate of 12 
Gold Kopecks paid with three 4k stamps of the Chita issue. 
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Lithuania 1990 : the first two issues 

lvo Steyn 

With the benefit of slightly more hindsight than two years ago, this may be a good time to take a long look at 
the first two stamp issues of the reestablished Republic of Lithuania, the •Angel• issues. The first issue had 

October 7th, · 1990, as its official release date, the second appeared on December 22nd of the same year, so the 
events and objects described in this note hail from a two-month period. 

First issue 
Four stamps, face values S, 10, 20 and SO kopecks. The counter sheets contained SO stamps, of 10 across and S 
down. However, the appearance of odd items on the stamp market in recent weeks implies that the printing sheet 
consisted of at least 4 counter sheets, and that differen! values may have been on the same printing sheet (which 
would therefore consist of a multiple of 4 counter sheets!). It seems certain that the 20k and S0k were printed 

together in one sheet, and the Sk and 10k may also have shared a printing plate. Information on this point has 
not yet been forthcoming. 
Before we examine the issued stamps in detail, mention must be made of the printing proofs which can be found 
on the market occasionally. In a study by 1. Linkev~ius and V. Ajauskas a •proof sheet• is described. The sheet 
contains four blocks of stamps: a 10 x S block of the Sk value, a 10 x S block of the 10k value, a 10 x 10 block 
of a smaller-sized version of the Sk, and a 10 x 10 block of a similar smaller version of the 10k. The first two 
blocks are virtually identical to the sheet layout of the issued stamps, but do not have any marginal markings. 
The colours of the stamps are also different from the issued stamps, the Sk being in olive-green, and the 10k in 

a lighter shade of violet. Finally, the paper of the sheet is thinner than that used for the issued stamps. 
Blocks from this sheet have turned up on the market, both au naturel and with diagonal lines obliterating the 

figures of value. 
This proof sheet appears to imply the Lithuanian postal authorities have considered a smaller format for these 
stamps. Whatever its origins, it should never have left the postal museum. The relative abundance of blocks 
from this sheet probably means several such proof sheets were made. No other proofs, colour trials or essays 

have come to my attention. 

The issued stamps had an official release date of October 7th. However, as documented by Vygintas Bubnis, 
some employees of the state philatelic agency found themselves with access to the new stamps on October 5th, 

and prepared an unknown but small number of •pre-Foes•. The covers can be recognised by the use of the pre
October 7th letter rate of S kopecks, with another 5 kopecks for registration. These rates were increased to 20 
kopecks and SO kopecks, respectively, on October 7th. However, beware of forged covers (see below). 
The numbers issued have been given as: 

Sk 2,404,800 

10k 1,078,350 
20k 527,000 
S0k S27,000 

which appears to suggest very strongly that the 20k and the S0k were printed together in one printing sheet, as 
hypothesised above. I would also hypothesize that, since the values of the stamps do not correspond very well to 
the Oct. 7th postal rates, the face values (and print run?) were decided before the rate change became known. 
The face values do correspond quite well to the old, pre-Oct. 7th rates ..• 

It is a delight to be able to conduct a plating study on a stamp issued in 1990. The first stamps of reborn 
Lithuania lend themselves surprisingly well to such_ an excercise. As it happens, each sheet of SO contains two 
identifiable types, Type I being without special characteristics and Type II containing a small but recognisable 
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Above: identifyingfealure of the aberrant Type /I's. 

Below left : a block from the "proof sheet", note absence of marginal inscriptions. 

Below right : se-tenant combina1ion from the printing plale. 
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design feature which distinguishes it from Type I. We can therefore chart the distribution of Types I and II over 

the sheet, and this distribution is different for each value. The details: 

value 
5k 

10k 

20k 

50k 

Type 11 feature 
small dot right of "A" in LIETUV A 

small dot outside frame, right of map 

small dot right of foot of angel 

white spot in bottom frame line, 

below value tablet 

See the illustrations of the Type II features. 

Type II sheet positions 
4,6, 7, 12, 14, 15,23,24,26, 

31,32,34,38,42,43,45,46,50 

1,3,4,6,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

17, 19,21,22,23,25,27 ,29,34,38,46,47 ,48 

5,17,21,22,25,29,33,42,43,47 

2,4,7 ,10, 13, 14, 17 ,19,22,24, 

27 ,28,31,33,34,37 ,45,47 ,49,50 

The virtually random distribution of the Types over the sheet, and the different distributions for different values 

conjure up an image of someone assembling the printing plate by grabbing individual cliches from a barrel 

containing both Types in a random mix. As we shall see, the different Types assume extra significance later on. 

Apart from the semi-systematic variation across the sheet, there are also numerous blobs, spots and protrusions 

which appear to be constant. The 50k is particularly interesting in this regard, with many plate flaws discernable 

at a glance. 

Quite a bit of variation has turned up in the issued stamps. Shades can be found for all values, but great care 

must be taken with the "error of colour", the 5k in olive-green. This is the same shade as the stamps on the 

proof sheet described above. The number of stamps issued in this colour is given as 44,000 by all sources. I 

have yet to see a copy used in the first few weeks after issue, and am unable to shake the feeling we are dealing 

with a custom-made error here. Furthermore, copies in at least two shades of olive-green have been seen. 

Apparently the error will attain catalogue status. 

At l~t four different kinds of paper have been used to print the stamps. 

A White, thin paper, hard surface. The ink takes well to the paper, with virtually no breaks visible. It may 

be coincidence, but this was the first kind of paper to show up, possibly indicating that early printings 

were on paper of this kind. 

B White, thicker paper, soft surface with fibers visible. The ink does not take well to the paper. 

C Yellowish, coarse paper. The ink tends to spread a little after printing on this paper, resulting in a loss 

of detail in the printing. 

D White paper with an odd sprinkling of pink-red dots. The scarcest paper variety. 

The significance of these four different grades of paper is not clear. It may simply be that the paper shortages 

forced the Spindulys printing works to use whatever was available. The paper that was used for the "proof 
sheets" has not turned up among the issued stamps : it is even thinner than paper A above. 

Postal use of all values started immediately, and continued far into 1991. Although the stamps were technically 

only valid within Lithuania, they soon started appearing on mail to the other Baltic states (who accepted their 

validity almost immediately), and to mail abroad, as part of mixed frankings and as sole franking. Since 

Lithuania was not accepted as a UPU member until late 1991, such usages were technically subject to postage 

due, but this was seldom enforced. Genuine, commercial covers of the first issue are already selling at a 
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premium. Usage to destinations outside Lithuania is particularly desirable, particularly during the first few weeks 

after issue. 
Finally, the imperforate (and ungummed) stamps obviously came as a nasty surprise to bulk users, and privately 
perforated copies have been found, usually on mail sent by large institutions, where the chaps in the mail room 
got fed up with using scissors. Thus far, I have only seen the 20k and S0k with private perforations, but the 
other two values may also exist in this state. Naturally, these private perforations can only be meaningfully 

collected used on commercial mail. 

Second is,,ue 
One can only deplore the decision to reissue the stamps of the first issue, but printed in small sheets of 16 (with 
four labels), with the numeral of value in a different colour and with "perforations• printed between the stamps. 
Whatever the genesis of this decision, the result is a set of four stamps which offers a lot of interest to the 
collector. 

For this issue we know exactly what the printing sheet looks like. It consists of 18 of the small sheets, 6 across 
and 3 down. Total size is approximately 820 x 920mm. There are 4 sheetlets each of the Sk, 10k and S0k in the 
printing sheet, and 6 sheetlets of the 20k. Oddly enough, this composition does not tally very well with the 
stated print run : 

Sk 1,500,000 
10k 1,500,000 
20k 2,500,000 
S0k 1,500,000 

It does not take higher mathematics to see the 4:4:6:4 ratio in the printing sheet doesn't fit with the 3:3:S:3 ratio 
between the stated print runs of the four values ..• 

I know of at least four complete printing sheets which apparently have wandered out of the Spindulys firm uncut. 
Two of these have been cut up to provide collectors with (wide) gutter pairs, even of different values. 
Some printing proofs have also appeared on the market. Disregarding the obvious printer's waste, I have seen 
proof sheetlets of the 16 stamps, but without the second colour (so without marginal inscription, labels, printed 

perforations and numerals of value). These proof sheetlets give no indication of the value of the stamp, and I 
have seen them in the colours of the issued stamps, and in black (see next page for example). Some of them 
have been printed on a very good grade of paper, of which a few sheets were available, though with pages of a 
Lith~an encyclopedia printed on one side. These sheets were then used for the proofs. A complete proof 
sheetlet of the 20k has also been seen, also on "Lithuanian encyclopedia • printing sheets.• Another proof 
sheetlet of the 20k - in a slightly darker shade of blue - was printed on rather coarse, soft paper, not unalike 

paper B of the first issue. 
It is worth stressing that stamps in the issued colours without numerals of value are from these and similar proof 
sheets. I have seen a forged cover containing three stamps of the first set, and a fourth, the S0k, which was from 

a proof sheet in pink and which therefore lacked the numeral of value. The cover had a special cancellation used 

during the week of Oct. 7th and was an obvious concoction, complete with arrival marking ••• 

The most interesting aspect about this second issue is that the printing plate of the 16-sheetlets has been made 
from the printing plate of the first issue. The numerals of value have been excised, and this has left visible 
traces, most notably with the S0k. Some prominent plate flaws from the first issue also tum up in the sheetlets of 
the second issue. 
But the strongest confirmation comes from the reappearance of the aberrant Types II in sheetlets of all values. 
The following positions are Type II: 

1 Collectors of Latvia will be reminded of proofs of the early Latvian stamps on anything from soft drink 
labels to theatre tickets. 
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value Type II feature Type II sheet positions 
Sk small dot right of "A" in LIETUV A l,1S,16 

10k small dot outside frame, right of map l,4,7,11,13 

20k small dot right of foot of angel S,6,11,14,lS 

SOk white spot in bottom frame line, 3,4,6,8,9, 11, 12 

below value tablet 

where the sheet position numbers do not take the labels into account, so row 1 contains positions 1 to 4, etc. 

The extremely odd conclusion is that for the 20k and the SOk the sheetlet of the second issue corresponds to the 

block containing positions l l-14,21-24,31-34,41-44 of the first issue, as the distribution pattern of Types I and Il 

is unique to that block. However, the 4x4 block in the sheetlets of the second issue does not correspond to any 

block in the sheet of the first issue for the Sk and 10k. I'm open to suggestions for an explanation here ... 

The stamps of the second issue, despite their philatelically-inspired sheet format, have seen very wide use, also 

for commercial mail. The shortage of stamps in Lithuania during 1991, caused by rising postal rates and the 
cessation of Soviet stamp imports, certainly encouraged the use of every Lithuanian stamp issued, even if they 

were printed in silly little sheetlets. However, commercial mail bearing stamps of the second issue is already 

gathering steam in the market. While such covers will never be rarities, they are unusual enough to be desirable 

for collectors. I predict, perhaps not a great future, but certainly a good future for the first two issues of 
Lithuania. 
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Current events in the F.S.U. 

Ivo Steyn 

This instalment of what promises to be a long-running and tumultuous chronicle will focus on a few of the X
USSR countries in some detail, rather than try to cover the whole field. Before we dive into the mass of raw 
information, some unfinished business: 

Some last gasps of the USSR 
During the final months of the USSR, the 2k stamp in the current series of definitives appeared impe,jorate. It is 
impossible to assess how many sheets reached the outside world in this state. This event makes the similarities 
with 1917 almost too poignant to bear. 
Oddly enough, the 2 rouble definitive stamp showing -an icebreaker was reprinted in imperforate sheetlets of 10 
during 1992. I have no idea why this happened, but it may have been an emergency measure to combat the 
shortage of high values caused by the spiralling inflation. Then again .... 

The issues ofthe C.I.S. 
The Commonwealth of Independent States never issued any stamps under that name. The fall of the USSR and 
the birth of the 15 + independent states followed each other without interruption as far as stamp issues are 
concerned. Then again ... 
The first few issues of C.I.S. states look suspiciously as if a USSR stamp issue was hurriedly altered, the 
•ussR • being excised from the designs and the name of a CIS state inserted. This is most visible in the •c1s 
Omnibus Issues•, of which there are several. It should be noted that these stamps were conceived and produced 
in Moscow. The face values bear only a distant resemblance to postal rates in force when they appeared, and 
they can't have seen much use in their respective • countries of origin•. 

For instance, four stamps depicting nature conservation areas have appeared. The 15k value is inscribed 
KYRGYZSTAN in Cyrillic and Latin alphabets, the 25k is inscribed MOLDOVA in Latin only, the 35k has 
AZERBAJDZAN in Cyrillic and Latin, while the 50k has ROSSUA in the two alphabets. A7.erbaidjan wasn't 
particularly taken with either the face value of •its• stamp, or with the spelling of the country's name. During 
1992, the Turkish orthography was adopted in Azerbaidjan, excuse me, Ai.arbaycan, and the corrected spelling 
formed part of an overprint applied to the CIS nature stamp by the Ai.arbaycani authorities. The overprint also 
includes bars obliterating the name of the area depicted (too •Russian•), the old country name and the old face 
value, and a new value (five different values noted). Quite a revamp! To make things interesting, the obliterating 
bars exist in two varieties : on some stamps they are solid bars, on others more akin to horizontal hatching. 
Another "CIS Omnibus" was a pair of stamps depicting two worthies from Belarus' (composer Shyrma) and 
Ukraina (historian Kostomarov). A third CIS omnibus got the Central Asian republics into play, with three 
stamps of 0.50 (no indication of currency) depicting ancient treasures found in Kaz.ahstan, Tad!ikistan and 
Turkmenistan (might as well get used to these new spellings). The latter stamp leads us smoothly into ... 

Turkmenistan 
This Central Asian republic organised matters very efficiently indeed. A philatelic bureau has been opened, with 
an office in New York. The first wholly Turkmenistanic issue was printed in the USA, and consists of 6 stamps 
(4 @ 10 roubles, 1 @ 15 roubles and 1 @ 25 roubles), and an imperforate souvenir sheet with a map of the 
country, face value 10 roubles. Our gratitude to the Turkmenistan Philatelic Bureau for providing us with 
information about these stamps. The six stamps have a print run of 175.000, while 160.000 blocks have been 
printed. 

One of the six stamps actually has the same design as the 0.50 stamp within the "ancient treasures" CIS omnibus 
stamp of alleged Turkmenistanic origin, so we can now compare Moscow-printed and Scranton, Ohio-printed 
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versions of the same design. (see illustrations on final page) 
Before you think bad thoughts, let me assure you that these stamps have also been distributed within Turkme
nistan itself. In fact, details about this issue arrived in a letter from Ashkhabad franked with one of the new 10 

rouble stamps. 

Kazahstan 
The CIS Omnibus stamp with inscription "Kaz.ahstan" appeared on March 20th, 1992, but three days before that 

date, Kaz.ahstan had already issued its first stamps, a local overprint prepared in the city of Leninsk. The stamps 

were countenanced by the Kaz.ah government. The 12k stamp of the 1977 definitive series (depicting the 

Gagarin-medal, SG4675) received a black overprint. The 12k and 13k stamps of the last definitive series of the 

USSR received a red overprint. Overprints in Cyrillic and Latin alphabets occur as se-tenant pairs. 

I'm sorry about the vagueness of this report, but the stamps had very low print runs (possibly as low as 2000 
stamps) and are very difficult to find. The kind help of the Main Post Office at Alma-Ata was highly 

appreciated. Incidentally, 2.5 million were printed of the 0.50 CIS Omnibus stamp. 
On July 15th, a reprinting of the latter two Leninsk overprints was issued at Alma-Ata, and this time the basic 

stamps apparently were on shiny paper, which suggests the March 1991 reissue of the USSR definitives were 

used as basic stamps. "25.000 pairs" were overprinted of each value. 
Two Moscow-produced stamps also appeared during 1992, one depicting an odd member of the goat family 

called the Saigak (face value 0.75, 3 million issued), the other a beautiful painting celebrating the TurkSib 

railway (face 1 rouble, 2.1 million printed). Both stamps were distributed within Kai.ahstan. 
But the 1992 overprint fun wasn't over yet. On July 26th, surcharges which included a picture of the "Buran" 

shuttle appeared. Soviet definitives were overprinted as follows : 

0.30 on 2k 300.000 issued blue overprint 

0. 75 on 3k 200.000 issued black overprint 

1.00 on lk 500.000 issued blue overprint 
The first of these also exists on the imperforate 2k stamp. However, the plate used for the overprinting only 
covered 9 vertical rows on the sheet, so in each horizontal row the first stamp is unoverprinted. The stamps 

were, again, freely available within Kai.ahstan itself, and apparently matched some domestic postal rates in force 

during the summer of 1992. 

Finally, in October 1992 a surcharge in red of 24.50 roubles was applied to the lk definitive stamp. It is 

intended to upgrade old 50k airmail envelopes to the new international airmail rate of 25 roubles (!). I have seen 

stamps where the (apparently typographic) overprint is incomplete. 

Estonia 
Although the first Estonian stamps were very handsome definitives which looked as if they would do duty for a 

long time, hyperinflation soon made them all but useless. During 1992 so-called non-denominational stamps in 

the same design appeared, in which the numerals of value have been replaced by a one-letter code which stands 

for the type of mail to which the stamp is supposed to be applied. The stamps are sold at whatever the current 

postal rate for that category of mail is. Various special issues also appeared during 1992. 

In the midst of all this, the Tartu post office threw us all a curve ball when it pressed an old telex machine into 

service to prepare strips of paper into which numerals are punched. These strips are then validated by a red 

impression of a Tartu postmark, serial letter "f", date 19-12-199 I. In this way, provisional "stamp substitutes" 

were created, and these Tartu perforated strips (TPSs) were used to frank mail well into 1992. At least three 

colours of paper were used (white, light blue and dark blue), and the following 16 values exist : 3.60, 4.50, 

4.80, 6.00, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00, 16.00, 17.50, 18.60, 22.00, 26.70, 33.60, 37.50, 61.60 and 104.70, the higher 

values being intended for parcels. Although it was never intended that the TPSs would reach the public in 
"unused" state, they have nevertheless been sighted thus, a complete set retailing for about £60-100 in Germany. 

They also exist used with additional franking, as the increasing postal rates made their original face values 

insufficient, and an example of such usage is illustrated. 
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Whatever the status of these odd provisionals, I am sure they will be catalogued in due course. An intriguing bit 

of postal history. 

Ukraina 
There is not much to add to the summary given in last issue. The "Trident" surcharges were apparently issued in 

Kiev, and constitute a local issue which was - more or less reluctantly - recognised by the Ukrainian authorities. 
The stamps were declared invalid when the "Narbut" definitives appeared, a clear sign they did not find too 

much favour with the authorities. The surcharges have also spawned a nauseating number of surcharge varieties, 
unissued combinations of basic stamp and surcharge, etc. Yuck! Collect them on commercial mail, if at all ... 

The three "patriotic sheets" issued at Lutsk and L'viv are now known to be wholly private issues, not recognised 
by the authorities and therefore without franking value. Ignore them, would be my advice. 

The author wishes to thank Frank Geiger, Alexander Epstein, the Alma-Ata Main Post Office and the 
Turkmenistan Philatelic Bureau for their help in assembling the above. The German philatelic journal Deutsche 
Briefmarken Zeitung is a continuous source of useful 1nformation on these issues. Responsibility for any errors 
remains my own. 

Below: a Tartu Perforated Strip used on a registered letter from Tartu to Elva, and the intercontinental twins of 

Turkmenistan (see text). 

J111wNTf' MM.teKC npt>.1npMt1TNM C'HlM lff'CU MalM,lott'HMlll 
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REVIEWS 

ROSS/CA Issue 119 for October 1992. 
Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. 68 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) $20. 
Inquiries to: Robert B. Bain, 3132 Baysworth Ct., Fairfax, VA 22031, USA. 

A diversified issue, this, with something for almost everyone. Zemstvo collectors will be delighted by a fine 
study of the Soroki district in Bessarabia by Vladimir Babich, while George Werbizky continues his examination 
of umstvo forgeries. Collectors of Civil War material are also well served by George Werbizky's note on 
Kolchak varieties, not to mention a description of a wonderful postcard bearing two Semyonov stamps used 

during the Soviet (FER) occupation of Chita. Peter Michalove takes a long look at the old Imperial province of 
Dagestan, and glumly admits he couldn't find an awful lot of covers to illustrate the article! Sounds like an open 
challenge to me. The irrepressible Leonard Tann sums up the problems involved with postmarks of Kharkov 
Vokzal, both round and oval (the postmarks, not the station!). The longest article in this issue is Dave Skipton's 
study of Soviet "damaged" markings used during the Twenties and Thirties (with the odd type lasting all the way 
to 1941). After reading this article I don't think anyone could doubt that these markings were intended to cover 
up for less-than-covert inspection of the post. Required reading. And there are lots of other, shorter articles. 
Nice one! 

POCHTA Issue 12 for July 1992. 
Journal of the Australia & New Zealand Society of Russian Philately. 66 pages, softbound. Subscription 
(2 issues) NZ$35 (surface), NZ$47 (airmail). All inquiries to : Terry Archer, 313 Mahurangi East 
Road, Snells Beach, Warkworth, New Zealand. 

Another journal which does its best to confound the reviewer with a large number of reviewable articles! 
Personally, I was fascinated by Alexander "Him again!" Epstein's overview of the first steps of the newly
independent Estonian post. The emergency measures to cope with rapidly increasing postal rates have left a 
legacy of surcharges on postal stationery which will spawn many specialised collections. It's nice to have a 
modem subject which is so suitable for specialisation. Another article by the same author sums up the facts 
about the much-neglected Imperial wrappers, with Leonard "Ubiquitous" Tann and Mike Renfro adding some 
nice examples. George "Does not require any sleep" Werbizky illustrates some spectacular examples of the 
errors to be found on the first stamps of Georgia, 1919, while Peter "Well, it keeps me off the streets" 
Michalove looks at two covers addressed to the NKVD (also known as the Cheka, GPU, OGPU, NKGB or 
KGB). Shorter articles on anything from a new Transsiberian TPO marking to the Spanish Blue Division round 
off a very satisfying issue. 

YAMSHCHIKITHE POST-RIDER Issue 30 for June 1992. 
Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian Philately. 80 pages, softbound. Subscription (2 issues) 
US$15. All inquiries to CSRP, P.O.Box 5722 Station 'A', Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSW 1P2. 

Okay, there's obviously a conspiracy afoot. I mean, here we have a wonderful article by Alexander "The name 
rings a bell" Epstein on the Russian field post on the Balkan during the 1877-1879 campaign ( collects all known 
data and adds some final answers culled from the archives, highly recommended), a delightful smorgasbord of 
oval railway markings from Leonard "Sounds vaguely familiar" Tann and some droolworthy South Russia 
varieties described by George "Don't I know this guy?" Werbizky. It's a good thing this issue also contains an 
article on Ukrainian postal codes which just cries out for someone to do a specialised collection of same (by 
Andrew Cronin, fascinating as ever), another definitive installment of the umstvo catalogue by Alex Artuchov 
(what can I say?) and a host of shorter notes, all well worth reading, or I'd start to believe in an international 
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cartel of russophilatelic journalists... Yamshchik arrives through the mail twice a year like an old friend, 
brimming with new discoveries and ripping yams. Required reading. 

POSTAL ISSUES OF LITHUANIAN REPUBLIC - Catalogue 1990-1991 
POSTAL ISSUES OF LITHUANIAN REPUBLIC - Catalogue 1991-1992 

32 and 20 AS pages, softbound. Distributed by Reikfil Philatelic Firm, P.O.Box 1087, 2001 Vilnius, 
Lithuania. Price: not known, approx. £S each. 

These two slim booklets are a delight to review. Information about the philatelic events in the newly-independent 

Lithuanian Republic has been hard to come by, and information which has been gathered by philatelists on the 
spot is therefore very precious. All the basic information about stamps and postal stationery is in here : dates of 
issue, print runs, etc. Maximum cards, FDCs and special cancellations are also listed and illustrated. As a 
bonus, the 1991-1992 supplemental catalogue also contains a listing of old USSR stationery envelopes 

overprinted in 1991 by the Lithuanian post, and detailed tables of postal rates in all three Baltic republics. I'm 
simply stunned speechless. The catalogues exist in - several languages (I have. seen English, German and 
Lithuanian versions, and apparently there is also a French version), and, once you've gotten hold of a copy, are 
quite indispensable. I wish Reikfil a long, prosperous and productive life in the philatelic world. 

UKRAINIAN AND RUSSIAN PHILATELY Issue 1 for 1991 (in Russian, with English summary) 
Editor : Aleksandr Ivakhno, P.O.Box 4933, 320101 Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine. Subscription price 
unknown. 64 A4 pages, softbound. 

Uh oh, more competition! And very formidable competition as well. URP is a superb philatelic journal filled 
with very fine research by experienced philatelists. And they've got one thing we haven't : access to the 
archives! I can only gnash my teeth in envy when I read the articles by Editor Aleksandr Ivakhno on subjects as 

diverse as Ukrainian postal rates (1918-1920), the exact sequence of events during the issue of stamps and postal 
stationery in Ekaterinoslav Post/felegraph District in the same period, and provisional overprints on postal 
stationery issued in Dnepropetrovsk in 1991. His use of primary sources is scrupulous, and yields rich rewards. 
Another contributor will be familiar to all BJRP readers : Aleksandr Epstein writes a highly specialised article 
on subtypes in some categories of Imperial Russian postal stationery, and adds a fine overview on issues which 
are now generally recognised to be fraudulent (e.g. the "Phrygian Cap" overprints, the Pribaikal issue) but 
which show a disconcerting ability to reappear in serious literature. The Editor also adds some thoughts on this 
topic. 

Messrs. Semenov and Khromov contribute an excellent article on the thorny subject of post-WW2 "repeated 
issues", stamp issues of which more than one identifiable printing exists, and they illustrate some interesting 
examples. There are a number of shorter pieces that fill out this issue, together with literature reviews, a survey 
of the auction scene, ads, etc. 

A very fine journal indeed. It is a delight to welcome this latest addition to the ranks of serious philatelic 
journals. Future issues are eagerly awaited. 
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